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About This Game
Enjoy this medieval themed fantasy match 3 game. Play in a variety of environments and travel this fantasy world as you match
your way through 100 levels. Earn gold along the way that can earn you bonuses and extra special symbols to help you progress
through the harder levels. Watch for hints and learn tricks to master each level with the highest score possible. Replay levels to
earn new high scores. With more than 20 hours of gameplay content including a timed and relaxed mode, you'll be certain to
enjoy this game for a long time.

100 Challenging levels
Timed and Relaxed game modes
Responsive gameplay
High quality art and relaxing music
Powerups and special symbols
Localized in English, French, Italian, German and Spanish
This game was designed for PC and contains no IAP nor any mobile ports.
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Title: Medieval Mystery Match
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
RedZone Studios LLC
Publisher:
RedZone Studios LLC
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2017
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Who can tell me how to play with two players?
Thanks!. No news from dev since 6 month !!
Just don't buy this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game.... No objectives
No penalty for dying
Wayyy too easy
No incentive for getting coins or powerups. As the name says, I won't be coming back to this game, Never. Again.
you really can tell they never properly play-tested the game. Its obvious by the large amount of people who got stuck in pretty
much every major stage and puzzle.
Most of the time you'll end up in a situation where a monster patrols an area and you have to solve a puzzle around it, the
puzzles are pretty vague and frustrating in such a way that you'll die multiple times while attempting them, which will result in
your fear turning into frustration and anger very quickly, an encounter with the monsters will turn from "Oh god nononono" to
"Godamnit.. not again", which is defninitely not what you want in a horror game
What started out as an interesting game just turned into 40 minutes of running around the same hallways trying to figure out
what the hell you're supposed to do next, or where the hell is that one thing you know you need for the puzzle.. I am clueless on
this one. I know a lot of games are not very logical but this one totally baffles me. Everything was fine until the enemy ships
were introduced. Why would enemy ships steal the jewels and then return them... allbeit in a different location but still... why
return them?
Aside from that I found it very boring waiting for the ships to drop the gems so I could move them. This is definitely a "hurry
up and wait" game. And why does the game only save at chapter ends or checkpoints (every 4 levels so far). It's not like it's a big
deal to save at least at the end of each level.. this game is garbage, multiplayer puts u in lobbies and fake bots join but dont show
up on others screens and it doesn't start everyone at once it waits for you to press start but half the time the start button is grayed
out for the other person this makes no sense. Don't buy ngiga. This last installment of the series is similar in style to the others,
and wraps the story up nicely. Many characters from previous episodes return. This episode has choices which lead to multiple
endings. It is longer like Episode 3, but doesn't fall prey to excessive dialogue. There were places, however, where I had to
check the guide to find out what to do.. Early access... Way too early. The graphic are inconsistent. The lighting needs a lot of
work. Gameplay is sketchy. Also, what's up with the invisible walls in front of the building? If I want to go smash my face
against a wall, I like to be able to lol
Seriously, I had expectations for this game, I would have liked a Indie version of Watch Dog, where terminal hacks are possible.
Even maybe a bit of programming involved.
I played it and I figure that I shouldn't have. The only people who should play this game at that moment are the developpers.
Advice to make it a great game, focus on one thing at a time, there's no point making progress in the story if the first half an
hour of playing the game feels like torture.
Ok maybe it's not fair, I have been trying to find a game that you can move like in Watch Dog( or even a mix of Assassin Creed
and GTA) and perform terminal hack like in Hacknet.
If anybody find such a game, please sign me in.
In the meantime, I will follow the game, because you never know...
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With dedication and an open mind, everything is possible.
Good luck!
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There is no way I can recommend this game unless you are looking to be frustrated at:
- Slippery movement
- Annoying wall-jumping
- Random spikes in difficulty
- and mostly boring levels
. Just fun. Easy rules, easy to play, easy to teach, can get complicated or sopjisticated very quickly. Have the board game too,
but use this game to play alone and started to use this to teach my kids how to play (we are on one side, and use the game as the
other). This way we can all be on the same "team" while they piece the logic together. Wish the graphics were a little sharper
and the AI levels more sophisticated, but will do in a pinch and can still beat me.. Recipe for Funzies ~~
0.24 parts of Hotline Miami
2¾ pinches of Gauntlet
<π slices of Streets of Rage 2
∞ quadrants of River City Ransom
-----------------------------------1 challenging murder simulator + bonus cursing and loots. simply not made to run on higher end systems - sound constantly cuts
out and menu items are clicked, but actually do something 20 seconds later. It would be better to get a computer with windows
95 installed and run it that way.. I really love this game. The first Dungelot was one of my all time favorite games, and this one
is an evolution from the first in every conceivable way. Also, I just negotiated a contract between the farmers and a scarecrow
worker's union on a wildcat strike; yeah that actually happens, and it's awesome!. Good))
\Tumanoff/. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to
increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste
your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.
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